Below is a general list of supplies for students attending AJHS. Certain courses may have specific requests that will either be emailed out or discussed on the first day. Students learning in the traditional model will not be able to share supplies, so some additional supplies are listed. Students doing distance learning may also need some of the supplies listed to complete assignments at home.

- 3-ring binders
- Notebook paper
- Folders with pockets
- Colored pencils
- Fine tipped markers or colored ink pens
- School scissors
- Highlighters
- Pencils
- Black/blue pens
- Index cards
- Ear buds (optional but recommended)
- Stylus (optional but recommended; can be inexpensive generic stylus or Apple pencil)
- 2 composition notebooks (English courses)
- Copy of *The Outsiders*, by S.E. Hinton (all 8th grade English)
- Scientific calculator (8th grade Math courses)
- Scientific calculator or TI-84 (9th grade Math courses)
- Construction set (9th grade Geometry only) – compass, protractor, etc.

Our teachers always appreciate any donations of the following items:

- Lysol
- Clorox wipes
- Kleenex
- Hand sanitizer